
ISSS Chat Log 12 Spetember 2020 Cycles

  00:08:50 Rus Aurelian: hey there!
  00:09:45 Rus Aurelian: I'm driving with people, and am not able to partake 

actively 
  00:18:45 James Rose: Good morning folks. FYI circa 1934-38++ ... 

"International Encyclopedia of Unified Science" .. out of Univ Chicago... Niels 
Bohr, Bertrand Russell, Rudolph Carnap, Otto Neurath, John Dewey, Charles Morris.  
.. a "Unity of Science" movement.    Apparently an SGSR/ISSS similar effort that 
began as WWII was ramping up .. and was truncated by the war, not continued 
afterwards.  For frame of reference .. worthy to know the historical background of 
another version of "general systems unification" efforts in the academic 
environment.   

  00:39:03 George Mobus: Here  are references to some of Tyler's books: Volk,
T (1995) Metapatterns Across Space, Time, and Mind, Columbia University Press, New 
York
______ (1998) Gaia's Body: Toward a Physiology of Earth, Springer-Verlag, New York
______ (2017) Quarks to Culture: How We Came to Be, Columbia University Press, New 
York

  00:49:38 Chris Smerald: I am taken by the idea of time scale choice in 
relation to cycles. meaning by choosing timescale we can avoid cycles or pick up 
multiples of them. so what level of cycle is useful or necessary in system thinking 
seems a good question.

  00:54:22 michael mokiy: цикл это одна из темпоральных особенностей развития 
системы. существуют еще периоды и этапы.  так для человеко-размерных систем циклом 
может быть день или  год. 

  00:55:26 Chris Smerald: google translation: cycle is one of the temporal 
features of system development. there are still periods and stages. so for 
human-sized systems the cycle can be a day or a year.

  01:11:23 Dennis's iPad: as you know i am a great fam of spirituality. some 
archaeologists have suggested that meaning arises from ritual visiting of site or 
gatherings of groups. so maybe that explains one type of spirituality sensation?

  01:14:08 James Rose: eating "every day" seems to re-inforce my own 
"spiritual" appreciations.    Just saying.   :-)    

  01:14:19 Chris Smerald: thinking of Sylvia. it is more than feedback it is 
strategic amplification of key cycle elements needed perhaps

  01:15:28 Chris Smerald: re dance
  01:16:16 Robert Johannson: Have to go. Thanks for the morning folks.
  01:16:29 Chris Smerald: maybe cycle is a force towards equilibrium?
  01:16:35 faisalkadri: Chris, I guess you are describing positive feedback 

as amplification..
  01:16:57 Chris Smerald: could be. yes.
  01:18:02 Olaf Brugman: For practical and aesthetic example of 

Music-Motiv-Cycle-Pattern embodied (literally): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0UEsriM35I and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo-tZ1-k7L0 . Enjoy.

  01:18:44 Fabiana Crespo: thank you Tomas
  01:19:22 James Rose: I am troubled by emphasis on "equilibrium"  .. 

"perfect balance" is a STATIC state.  No differential influences are present to 



induce "next actions" .    ---   This is a problematic 'state' .. to consider as 
practical and useful.

  01:21:50 Chris Smerald: i agree.  meant equallibrim loosely. things often 
move too far, then in part revert back towards the original mean or whatever term 
helps, but of course that mean or whatever moves as well

  01:23:44 James Rose: Great Chris .. bu unfortunately there is loose use 
of the term in general science conversations and systems properties discussions.

  01:27:17 Olaf Brugman: That was Scott how asked about Motivs I think
  01:30:55 Chris Smerald: chaos theory sometimes helps describe behaviour 

around boundaries
  01:35:17 Gary Smith: This is where the article will go, within the 

subsection on system science (part of section 2) 
https://www.sebokwiki.org/wiki/SEBoK_Introduction

  01:35:21 Chris Smerald: i need to go. thanks all!
  01:36:02 James Rose: I too ... best wishes to all .. stay healthy and 

safe.  Jamie
  01:43:29 Gary Smith: If people do want to chip in then please raise your 

hand. I'm trying to keep an eye out for you :)
  01:44:59 Fabiana Crespo: yes Bill
  01:46:05 Fabiana Crespo: yes Tomas
  01:54:20 Fabiana Crespo: but you also can have  determine many  or multiples 

directions at the same time
  01:54:57 Olaf Brugman: Looks like the walking pattern of my vacuum cleaning

robot :)
  01:55:30 Tomas @ Health n ST in Hong Kong SAR CHINA: hahaha
  02:07:27 Helene Finidori: Thanks everyone, I have to go. See you some 

time.
  02:09:16 Fabiana Crespo: what if we are not separated the disigner
  02:09:40 Fabiana Crespo: from the design
  02:10:40 Rus Aurelian: thank you for the presentation and agesant 

conversations.
  02:11:07 Gary Smith: Sagan said we are the universe trying to understand 

itself. (big hero of mine)
  02:19:11 Gary Smith: As fascinating as the conversation is, I think we 

will have to bring this to a close pretty soon. If you have something really burning
to say then consider this a last call (Pub/Bar analogy)

  02:22:06 Gary Smith:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfNhe63S798&ab_channel=Ye%C5%9FimToma%C3%A7

  02:22:25 Gary Smith: Think you will like that video
  02:23:10 Fabiana Crespo: what I guess is that we have to sit with all this 

salad of great marvelous ideas soon to create the world we want to live in
  02:24:30 Fabiana Crespo: but are we inside in harmony?????


